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Abstract

Smart play-out is a powerful technique for executing live
sequence charts (LSCs). It uses verification techniques to
help run a program, rather than to prove properties thereof.
In this paper we extend smart play-out to cover a larger set
of the LSC language features and to deal more efficiently
with larger models. The extensions cover two key features
of the rich version of LSCs, namely, time and forbidden el-
ements. The former is crucial for systems with time con-
straints and/or time-driven behavior, and the latter allows
specifying invariants and contracts on behavior. Forbidden
elements can also help reduce the state space considered,
thus enabling smart play-out to handle larger models.

1. Background

Understanding system and software behavior by consid-
ering the various “stories” or scenarios it entails is a promis-
ing approach, which has resulted in intensive research ef-
forts in the last few years. One of the most widely used
languages for capturing scenario-based behavior is that of
message sequence charts(MSCs), proposed long ago by
the ITU [24], or its UML variant,sequence diagrams[23].
More recently, a broad extension of MSCs has been pro-
posed, calledlive sequence charts(LSCs) [8], which are
multi-modal in nature. They distinguish between behaviors
that may happen in the system (existential) from those that
must happen (universal), both on the chart level and when
referring to the elements within a chart. A universal chart
contains aprechart, which specifies the scenario which, if
successfully executed, forces the system to satisfy the sce-
nario given in the actual chart body.

In [14] a methodology for specifying scenario-based be-
havior, termed theplay-in/play-out approachis described.
Scenarios are captured by the user playing them in directly
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from a graphical interface of the system to be developed (or
a virtual interface, in the form of an object model diagram).
During play-in, the supporting tool, called thePlay-Engine,
constructs a formal version of the behavior in the form of
LSCs.

Play-out is a complementary idea to play-in, which
makes it possible to execute the behavior directly. Dur-
ing play-out, the user also interacts directly with the ap-
plication GUI, and the Play-Engine reflects the system
state at any given moment on the GUI. Play-out is actu-
ally an iterative process, where after each step taken by the
user, the Play-Engine computes a super-step, which is a se-
quence of events carried out by the system as its response
to the event input by the user. The play-out mecha-
nism of [14] is rather naive when faced with nondeter-
minism, and makes essentially an arbitrary choice among
the possible responses. This choice may later cause a vi-
olation of the requirements, whereas by making a dif-
ferent choice the requirements could have been satis-
fied.

One of the problems with play-out in its original form,
is the inherent nondeterminism allowed by the LSC lan-
guage. LSCs is a declarative, inter-object language, and as
such it enables formulating high level behavior in pieces
(e.g., scenario fragments), leaving open details that may de-
pend on the implementation. Technically, the two sources of
this nondeterminism are the partial order semantics among
events in each chart, and the liberal nature of the interleav-
ing between different charts during execution. These fea-
tures are very useful in early requirement stages, but can
cause undesired under-specification when one attempts to
consider them as the system’s executable behavior. More-
over, in the spirit of most tools that execute high-level sys-
tem models, the naive play-out mechanism deals with non-
determinism in a way that is not controllable by the user,
making choices that might be “good”, but which also might
cause violations that lead to aborting the run.

In [12], we introduced a more powerful technique for ex-
ecuting LSCs, calledsmart play-out. It takes a significant
step towards removing the sources of nondeterminism dur-
ing execution, proceeding in a way that eliminates some of
the dead-end executions that lead to violations. In the cur-



rent paper, we extend this technique to cover two of the
more advanced central features of LSCs, and in so doing
also provide a means for dealing with larger models.

2. Smart Play-Out

The idea of smart play-out is to formulate the play-out
task as a verification problem, and to use a model-checking
algorithm [7] to find a “good” super-step (i.e., a chain reac-
tion of system events that constitute the reaction to an ex-
ternal event), if one exists. Thus, we use verification tech-
niques to help run a program, rather than to prove proper-
ties thereof.

The model-checking procedure is handed as input a tran-
sition system that is constructed from to the universal charts
in the LSC specification. (These are the charts that drive the
execution in the naive play-out process too.) The transition
relation is designed to allow progress of the active univer-
sal charts, but to prevent violations. The system is initialized
to reflect the status of the execution just after the last exter-
nal event occurred, including the current values of object
properties, information on the universal charts that were ac-
tivated as a result of the most recent external events, and the
progress in all precharts.

The model-checker is then given a property claiming that
it is always the case that at least one of the universal charts
is active. This is really the negation of what we want, since
in order to falsify the property, the model-checker searches
for a run in which eventually none of the universal charts is
active. That is, all active universal charts complete success-
fully, so that by the definition of the transition relation no vi-
olations occurred in the process. Such a counter-example is
the desired super-step. If the model-checker is able to ver-
ify the property then no correct super-step exists, but if it
is not able to, the counter-example is exactly what we seek.
For more details see [12].

Smart play-out can also be used to satisfy existential
charts, which can be used to specify system tests. It au-
tomatically finds a trace (if there is one) that satisfies the
existential chart without violating any universal charts in
the process. This can be useful in understanding the pos-
sible behavior of a system and also in detecting problems,
by, e.g., asking if there is some way for a certain scenario,
which we believe cannot be realized by the system, to be
satisfied. If smart play-out manages to satisfy the chart it
will execute the trace, thus providing evidence for the cause
of the problem.

Since the appearance of [12], in which we reported on
smart play-out as applied to a basic kernel version of LSCs
(more or less the one appearing in [8]), we have gained ex-
perience in applying the method to several applications and
case studies. These include a computerized system — a ma-
chine for manufacturing smart-cards [17] — as well as a bi-

ological system — parts of the vulval development process
of theC. elegansnematode worm [19].

We have also been working on extending smart play-out
to cover a larger set of the LSC language features and to
deal more efficiently with larger models, and this is the sub-
ject matter of the present paper. Specifically, we show how
smart play-out has extends to cover two key features of the
rich version of LSCs described in [14], namely, time and
forbidden elements. The former is crucial for systems with
time constraints and/or time-driven behavior, and the latter
allows specifying invariants and contracts on behavior. For-
bidden elements can also help reduce the state space that
has to be considered by the model-checking, thus enabling
smart play-out to handle larger models.

A short summary of the translation of the basic LSCs lan-
guage that was defined in the original presentation of smart
play-out in [12] appears in the Appendix. It is rather tech-
nical and may be skipped in a first reading of the paper, or
consulted when getting into the details of the extensions for
time and forbidden element.

3. Time-Enriched LSCs

In [13, 14] LSCs have been extended with timing re-
quirements, thus making the language suitable for specify-
ing the behavioral requirements of time intensive systems.
The approach follows Alur and Henzinger [1] in basing
the extension on a single clock object. The extensions have
been implemented in full in the Play-Engine tool. This ex-
tension assumes a discrete time model and adopts the syn-
chrony hypothesis, according to which the system events
themselves consume no actual time, and time may pass only
between events.

When handling time, play-out takes an “eager” ap-
proach, progressing with system events as far as possible,
and only when faced with hot timing requirements that are
not yet satisfied does it wait and allow time to pass. In con-
trast, smart play-out may decide not to eagerly perform all
enabled events, but rather to allow some time progress be-
fore continuing the execution. As will be shown below
this may help smart play-out to satisfy the LSC require-
ments while the “naive” play-out may cause a viola-
tion. Thus, smart play-out in effect refines the seman-
tics of LSCs and makes it more liberal. Our extension of
smart play-out is also effective in the mode where an ex-
istential chart is to be satisfied, allowing queries of the
form “what is the minimal time in which some objec-
tive can be achieved?”.

We now use a few simple examples to illustrate the role
and possible usage of smart play-out as applied to timed be-
havioral requirements. Consider the two charts of Fig. 1.

The first, “Time1”, states that when the phone’sCover
is opened, after more than2 time units the display sets its



Figure 1. Smart play-out helps with time

reception level to2 and after more than8 time units the
Antenna is opened. The messageOpen must occur after
the messageShowReception(2) as implied by the par-
tial order defined by chart “Time1”, taking into account the
synchronization enforced by the timed condition labeled
Time > T + 8 .

The second chart in the figure, “Time2”, states that when-
ever the theDisplay sets its reception level to2, the
Antenna should open within less than2 time units, as
specified by the timed condition labeledTime < T + 2 .

Assuming that these are the only two relevant charts of
the system, and that the user opens the cover during naive
play-out, the chart “Time1” becomes active and the play-out
mechanism then immediately stores the time. After3 time
units pass, the timed conditionTime > T + 2 is satis-

fied, and then the messageShowReception(2) occurs,
activating the chart “Time2” and the timed assignment in
this chart. The timed conditionTime > T + 8 forces6
additional time units to pass before it is satisfied and the
messageOpen is taken, causing chart “Time1” to be com-
pleted successfully. The timed conditionTime < T + 2
is now detected as violated by play-out, causing a violation
of chart “Time2”, as shown in Figure 2 .

Figure 2. Violation by naive play-out

In contrast, if we apply the smart play-out process to
this example, it computes and carries out a different or-
der of events. After the user opens the cover, smart play-
out allows9 time units to pass, and only then the message
ShowReception(2) is taken. Now, without any further
time delays the messageOpen occurs, causing the success-
ful completion of both charts.

Another issue concerns There are LSC specifica-
tions that are inconsistent due to contradicting time re-
quirements. Consider the two charts of Fig. 3. The first,
“Time3”, states that when the phone’sCover is opened, the
Antenna should open, the background of theDisplay
should change to green and its reception level to4; all ac-
cording to this ordering and within3 time units. The
second chart in the figure, “Time4”, states that when-
ever the theAntenna becomes open, the reception level
of the Display should change to level4, but only af-
ter at least5 time units have passed from the opening of
the Antenna . Smart play-out would prove that in such
a case no correct super-step exists, which by the seman-
tics of LSCs means that the requirements are inconsistent;
see [11].

3.1. The Translation

We now provide some details on how our extension of
smart play-out translates the time features of LSCs to the



Figure 3. Inconsistent LSCs

transition relation used by the model-checking algorithms.
The time features supported are timed assignments,

timed conditions and an explicit TICK message; see
[13, 14]. A timed assignment is of the formTi := TIME,
Where Ti is a clock variable (local to the chart), and
TIME is the global clock. A timed condition is of the
form Time op Ti +d, whereop is any of the standard oper-
ations=, <,≤, >,≥, 6=. The delayd has an integer value,
and can be a constant (the usual case), a variable or a func-
tion. An explicitTICK is a self message of the clock ob-
ject, and causes the global clock to progress by one time
unit.

In the smart play-out translation we add a new integer
variableTi corresponding to each clock variable appearing
in the LSC specification.Ti is defined to range over the do-
main−1 · · · dmax + 1, wheredmax is the maximal delay
value appearing in any timed condition for this variable. If
we restrict the delaysd appearing in the timed conditions to
be constants, thendmax is found simply by taking the max-

imum of the constant values, and for a variable or a function
we take the maximal value the variable or function can re-
turn while calculatingdmax.

T ′i =





−1 if actmi
= 1 ∧ act′mi

= 0
0 if lmi,Ok

= l − 1 ∧ lmi,Ok
= l

Ti + 1 if TICK ′ = 1
{Ti, Ti + 1} if 0 ≤ Ti ≤ dmax

Ti otherwise

A clock variable is initially set to value−1 and is set
again to this value when the chart changes from active to
non-active. If objectOk is at locationl− 1 in chartmi, and
the next location ofOk corresponds to a timed assignment
to the clock variableTi, thenTi is set to0. Once the clock
variable is in the range0 ≤ Ti ≤ dmax, it is incremented by
one if an explicitTICK occurs. In case an explicitTICK
message does not appear in the relevant LSCs or is not en-
abled, a nondeterministic choice can allow to incrementTi

by one or to leave it unchanged. Actually, to achieve a more
efficient implementation we support “acceleration”, by al-
lowing time increments of1, 2, 4, 8 · · · , which in certain
cases may help find a correct run faster.

Intuitively, the specifier can add explicit time ticks to the
charts, determining time progress, but may choose to spec-
ify only the timed assignments and time conditions with-
out explicit time ticks, and then the nondeterministic choice
will allow time progress. IfTi reaches its maximum value
dmax + 1, it will remain with this value until the chart ends
or a new timed assignment is taken. The fact thatTi remains
at valuedmax + 1 and that this does not change the evalu-
ation of the timed conditions is part of the proof of the cor-
rectness of our translation and is omitted from this version
of the paper.

Timed conditions are a special form of conditions and are
thus handled within the framework of conditions as defined
in the original version of smart play-out [12]. We define how
to evaluate a timed condition using our timed clock defini-
tions. Given a timed condition of the formTime op Ti + d
appearing in an LSC, we evaluate it asTi op d. Since we re-
setTi to 0 on a timed assignment, our evaluation of timed
conditions is equivalent, and we are not forced to maintain
the global clock. This is also more efficient, since main-
taining global time values would force us to allocate larger
ranges for the clock variables, which would have a strong
effect on the performance of the model-checking.

Timed assignments can be specified also in the prechart,
as shown in Fig. 4. Time is assigned to the variableT imme-
diately after the messageShowReception(2) occurs,
and this should be equivalent to performing the timed as-
signment in the main chart, as specified in Fig. 1 in chart
“Time2”. To ensure that timed assignments in the prechart
are handled correctly, we modify the model-checking prob-
lem of smart play-out that was originally given as:



G(
∨

mi∈SU
(actmi

= 1))

to refer also to enabled timed assignments in the
prechart:

G(
∨

mi∈SU
(actmi = 1) ∨

∨

mi∈SU
(ETApch(mi) = 1)

HereETApch(mi) gets the value1, if there is an enabled
timed assignment in the prechart of chartmi, and0 other-
wise. This states that at least one of the universal charts is
active or at least one of the timed assignments in a prechart
is enabled. Falsifying this modified property amounts to
finding a run that leads to a point in which all active uni-
versal charts have been completed successfully and there
are no enabled timed assignments that have not been per-
formed, which is exactly the desired run.

Figure 4. Timed assignment in a prechart

4. Forbidden Elements

Using forbidden elements [14] one can specify events
that are not allowed to occur or conditions that are not al-
lowed to hold during specific intervals within a chart’s ex-
ecution. Forbidden elements can be used to express invari-
ants, i.e., expressions that must hold during specified execu-
tion intervals. In this section we explain how forbidden ele-
ments are fully supported by our extension of smart play-out
in a direct and natural way.

The use of forbidden elements is especially important in
smart play-out. Apart from the fact that forbidden elements

are one of the LSC features supported in the standard play-
in/play-out approach and the Play-Engine tool, they have a
significant role for smart play-out since they allow the user
to provide additional knowledge about the system, e.g., in-
variants or preconditions, which can reduce the state-space
dramatically and allow smart play-out to handle much larger
designs.

Figure 5. Forbidden elements

Forbidden elements are either messages or condi-
tions, and are specified in a special area at the bottom
of the LSC, separated by theForbidden Elements
header. An example of both element types appears in
Fig. 5. The chart describes theUnloadscenario for a model
of a smart-card manufacturing machine [17]. When the
Controller sends the self messageunload , as spec-
ified in the prechart, a new empty card is placed on the
belt, as specified by the messageb3(0) appearing in the
main chart. No belt movements are allowed during this sce-
nario. This is specified by designating theright and
left messages as forbidden while the unload chart is ac-
tive.

The distinction between hot and cold applies also to for-
bidden messages, where a hot forbidden message is not al-
lowed to occur in the designated scope, and if it does it
causes a violation and the system aborts, while the occur-
rence of a cold forbidden message causes the exit of the rel-



evant (sub) chart but it does not mean a violation. In our ex-
ample of Fig. 5 the forbidden messagesright andleft
are hot, since they are strictly not allowed during the un-
load scenario.

Fig. 5 also shows the use of a forbidden condition. The
Unloadscenario should not be performed if there is already
a card on the belt in the relevant slotb3 . This is specified by
the forbidden conditionBelt.b3 <> -1 , where by con-
vention−1 denotes the fact that no card is placed on the belt
slot,0 denotes an empty card, and a positive value denotes a
personalized card. The forbidden condition is cold and has
the prechart as its scope. Thus, if the controller performs the
unload message while the slotb3 is not empty, the for-
bidden conditionBelt.b3 <> -1 becomes true and the
prechart is exited without activating the main chart. As a re-
sult the unload scenario designated in the main chart will
not be taken. In general, the scope for forbidden elements
can be the entire LSC, its prechart, its main chart, or any
subchart thereof.

4.1. The Translation

We first explain how we handle forbidden messages. As
explained in the Appendix, without considering forbidden
messages we define the transition relation for the occur-
rence of a message as follows:

msgs
Oj→Ok

′ =
{

1 if φ
0 otherwise

In order for the event of sendingmsg from Oj to Ok to
occur, we require the conditionφ to hold. This condition is
defined in a way that requires that at least one of the main
charts in which this message appears is active, and that all
active charts must “agree” on this message. When consider-
ing also forbidden messages we conjunctφ with a formula
ψ′ specifying thatmsgs

Oj→Ok

′ is not a hot forbidden mes-
sage in the current scope.

φ′ =
∧

mi∈SU∧msgs
Oj→Ok

∈ForbMessages(mi)

χ(mi)

χ(mi) , (actmi = 0 ∨ ψ(mi)) ∨
((lO1 < L1 ∨ lO1 > H1) ∧ (lO2 < L2 ∨ lO2 > H2) ∧
· · · ∧ (lOn < Ln ∨ lOn > Hn))
ψ(mi) ,∨

lt s.t.f(lt)=msgs
Oj→Ok

(lmi,Oj = lt − 1 ∧ l′mi,Oj
= lt)

We require that for each universal chartmi in which
msgs

Oj→Ok

′ is designated as a hot forbidden message, ei-
thermi is not active (that is,actmi = 0), or all of the ob-
jects participating in the subchart are outside the subchart,

or the messagemsgs
Oj→Ok

′ appears in the subchart and is
enabled (that is,ψ(mi)). AssumingO1, O2 · · ·On are the
objects participating in the subchart, an objectOi is out-
side the subchart iflOi < Li ∨ lOi > Hi holds. HereLi is
the minimal location for objectOi in the subchart whileHi

is the maximum location in the subchart. In case the scope
is the entire LSC or the main chart the clause relating to par-
ticipating objects being outside the (sub) chart evaluates to
FALSEand can thus be omitted.

A cold forbidden message affects the transition relation
of the location of an object participating in the (sub) chart.
If this cold forbidden message occurs, the participating ob-
jects exit the subchart.

l′mi,Oj
=





l if lmi,Oj
= l − 1 ∧m′ = 1

l − 1 if lmi,Oj = l − 1 ∧m′ = 0
Hj + 1 msgs

Oj→Ok

′ = 1

Intuitively, if object Oj is at locationl − 1 in chart
mi, and the next location ofOj corresponds to the send-
ing of messagem from Oj to Ok, then if in the next state
the messagem is sent, the location is advanced; otherwise
it remains where it is, unless the cold forbidden message
msgs

Oj→Ok

′ occurs, in which case objectOj exits the sub-
chart to locationHj + 1.

The treatment of forbidden conditions follows along
similar lines. A condition is a boolean function over the do-
mains of the object properties,C : D1 × D2 · · · × Dr →
{0, 1}, so that it can relate to the properties of several ob-
jects. Here, the properties appearing in the condition are
P1, P2, · · ·Pr. The values of properties can change only as
an effect of a message occurring, so for a hot forbidden con-
ditions we disallow a message if in the next state we are
in the scope of the forbidden condition and the condition
holds. Also, cold forbidden conditions affect the transition
relation of the location of the participating (sub) chart ob-
jects, but we omit the details in this version of the paper.
Notice that forbidden elements do not introduce additional
variables into our transition system, and thus they consti-
tute an effective means for reducing the state space and al-
lowing smart play-out to handle larger models.

5. Related Work

A large amount of work has been carried out on for-
mal requirements, sequence charts, and model execution.
Amyot and Eberlein [4] provide an extensive survey of sce-
nario notations. Their paper also defines several compari-
son criteria and then uses them to compare the different no-
tations. The idea of using sequence charts to discover design
errors at early stages of development has been investigated
in [2, 22] for detecting race conditions, time conflicts and
pattern matching. The language used in these papers is that



of classical message sequence charts, with the semantics be-
ing simply the partial order of events in a chart. In order to
describe system behavior, such MSCs are composed into hi-
erarchal message sequence charts (HMSCs) which are basi-
cally graphs whose nodes are MSCs. As has been observed
in several papers, e.g. [3], allowing processes to progress
along the HMSC with each chart being in a different node
may introduce non-regular behavior and is the cause of un-
decidability of certain properties. Undecidability results and
approaches to restrict HMSCs in order to avoid these prob-
lems appear in [15, 16, 10].

Live sequence charts have been used for the testing
and verification of system models. Lettrai and Klose [21]
present a methodology supported by a tool called TestCon-
ductor, which is integrated into Rhapsody [18]. The tool is
used for monitoring and testing a model using a restricted
subset of LSCs. Damm and Klose [9, 20] describe a verifi-
cation environment in which LSCs are used to describe re-
quirements that are verified against a Statemate model im-
plementation. LSCs have also been applied to the specifica-
tion and verification of hardware systems [5, 6].
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Appendix A: The Basics of Smart Play-Out
We provide here a short summary of the notations and

translation used in the basic smart play-out process. For
more details see [12, 14].

An LSC specificationS = SU ∪ SE consists of a set of
charts, where each chartm ∈ S is existential or universal.
We denote bypch(m) the prechart of chartm. Assume that
the set of universal charts inS is SU = {m1, m2, ...,mt},
and that the objects participating in the specification are
O = {O1, ..., On}.

We define a transition system with the following vari-
ables:

actmi , determining if universal chartmi is active. Its value
is 1 whenmi is active and0 otherwise.

msgs
Oj→Ok

, denoting the sending of messagemsg from
objectOj to objectOk. Its value is set to1 at the oc-
currence of the send and is changed to0 at the next
state.

msgr
Oj→Ok

, denoting the receipt by objectOk of message
msg sent by objectOj . Its value is set to1 at the oc-
currence of the receive and is changed to0 at the next
state.

lmi,Oj , denoting the location of objectOj in chartmi. It
ranges over0 · · · lmax, wherelmax is the last location
of Oj in mi.

lpch(mi),Oj
, denoting the location of objectOj in the

prechart ofmi. It ranges over0 · · · lmax, wherelmax

is the last location ofOj in pch(mi).

We denote byf(l) = evnt(l) the event associated with
locationl, and use the convention that primed variables de-
note the value of a variable in the next state, while unprimed
variables relate to the current state. organized by the various
features of the LSC language.

Messages

We first define the transition relation for the location
variable, when the location corresponds to the sending of
a message:

l′mi,Oj
=

{
l if lmi,Oj = l − 1 ∧msgs

Oj→Ok

′ = 1
l − 1 if lmi,Oj = l − 1 ∧msgs

Oj→Ok

′ = 0

Intuitively, if object Oj is at locationl − 1 in chartmi,
and the next location ofOj corresponds to the sending of
messagemsg from Oj to Ok, then if in the next state the
message is sent, the location is advanced; otherwise it re-
mains where it is. It is important to notice that the event
msgs

Oj→Ok
may not be allowed to occur at the next state

due to the happenings in some other chart. This is one of
the places were the interaction between the different charts
becomes important.

We now define the transition relation for the variable that
determines the occurrence of a send event (the receive case
is similar):

msgs
Oj→Ok

′ =
{

1 if φ1 ∧ φ2

0 otherwise

φ1 ,
∨

mi∈SU∧msgs
Oj→Ok

∈Messages(mi)

actmi = 1

φ2 , ∧

mi∈SU∧msgs
Oj→Ok

∈Messages(mi)

(actmi = 0 ∨ ψ(mi))

ψ(mi) ,∨

lt s.t.f(lt)=msgs
Oj→Ok

(lmi,Oj = lt − 1 ∧ l′mi,Oj
= lt)

Let us explain. In order for the event of sendingmsg
from Oj to Ok to occur, we require two conditions to hold,
which are expressed by the formulasφ1 and φ2, respec-
tively. The first, φ1, states that at least one of the main
charts in which this message appears is active. The as-
sumption is that message communication is caused by uni-
versal charts that are active and does not occur sponta-
neously. The second requirement,φ2, states that all active
charts must “agree” on the message. For an active chart
mi that containsmsgs

Oj→Ok
, we require that objectOj

progress to a locationlt corresponding to this message, as
expressed by the formulaψ(mi). Formulaφ2 states that for
all chartsmi containingmsgs

Oj→Ok
(that is,msgs

Oj→Ok
∈

Messages(mi)), either the chart is not active or the mes-
sage can occur (that is,ψ(mi) holds). According to the se-
mantics of LSCs, if a message does not appear in a chart
explicitly it (i.e., its sending and receipt) is allowed to oc-
cur between the messages that do appear, without violating



the chart. This is reflected inφ2 by the fact that the conjunc-
tion is only over the charts containingmsgs

Oj→Ok
.

Precharts

The prechart of a universal chart describes the scenario
which, if completed successfully, forces the scenario de-
scribed in the main chart to occur. The main chart becomes
active if all locations of the prechart have reached maxi-
mal positions, which is what successful completion of the
prechart means. A central feature of play-out a sequence of
events in a super-step causing the activation of some addi-
tional universal chart, which now must also be completed
successfully as part of the same super-step. For this pur-
pose precharts are monitored, and locations along instance
lines are advanced when messages are sent and received.

Activation of Charts

For a universal chartmi, we define the transition relation
for actmi as follows:

act′mi
=





1 if φ(pch(mi))
0 if φ(mi)
actmi otherwise

φ(mi) ,
∧

Oj∈Obj(mi)

(l′mi,Oj
= lmax

mi,Oj
)

The main chartmi becomes active when all locations of
the prechart reach maximal positions, and it stops being ac-
tive when all locations of the main chart reach maximal po-
sitions.

The Model-Checking Formula

To compute a super-step in the execution of an LSC sys-
tem using a model checker, the system is initialized accord-
ing to the current locations of instances in precharts, while
all locations in the main charts are set to0. The main chart’s
activation state is also initialized to reflect the current state.
After each external event, the Play-Engine decides which
precharts have completed and sets their corresponding main
charts to be active. We also set the properties of the objects
to reflect their current value.

The model checker is then given the following property
to prove, stating that it is always the case that at least one of
the universal charts is active:

G(
∨

mi∈SU
(actmi = 1))

Falsifying this property amounts to finding a run that
leads to a point in which all active universal charts have

completed successfully, with no violations — which is ex-
actly the desired super-step.


